
   

 
 

 

The balance between custodial and educational staff: an overview 
on how prison is meant to be in the Italian penitentiary system. 
 

Abstract 

The paper focuses on the specific problem of disproportion between uniformed staff and re-

educational staff in prison. The starting point is that there are various professional figures who 

contribute, with different titles, to the re-educational process of prisoners which has the purpose of 

assuring the reintegration in society and is guarded by a series of principles that characterize the 

treatment, in order to guarantee prisoners’ fundamental rights. Subsequently, the article passes to 

the review of the different professional figures who are present in Italian prisons. In general, a 

shortage of what is on paper concerning the workforce and the actual numbers of professional 

figures in prison can be observed. Furthermore, the most important finding is that the custodial staff 

is present in much greater numbers than the re-education staff and this constitutes a cross-section 

on the conception of prison, which seems to be understood more as a place of detention, where the 

educational path is, at least, held in the background. 

 

 Prison represents a universe in which a multitude of actors operate in. In Italy, the re-

educational purpose of sentence1 should go in step with the composition of penitentiary staff, that 

is in charge to provide for the scope. Undeniably, the primary target of the Italian constitutional 

asset is to aim to prisoners’ re-education and to guarantee detainees’ re-integration in society after 

serving a term of imprisonment. These ambitious goals represent the outcomes of a longer 

educational path which begins after the deprivation of freedom. The governing standard is 

embodied in the Italian penitentiary law and its executive regulation,2 that are two of the most 

important parameters of the subject matter. Following a doctrinaire tendency, these rules 

implicated a real overturning on the relationship between penitentiary Public Authority and 

prisoners with the result that the detainee is the main legal subject, not only as the inactive person 

                                                             
1 For this purpose, Art. 27 para.3 of the Italian Constitution states that “the punishments may not be inhuman and shall aim at re-

educating the convicted”. 
2 Specifically, the reference is to the Italian penitentiary law n. 354/1975, namely “Rules on the penitentiary system and on the execution 

of privative and restrictive measures of freedom” and the executive regulations n. 230/200 entitled “Regulation containing rules on 
the penitentiary system and on freedom-privative and limiting measures”. 



   

 
 

of penal execution but mainly as the beneficiary of the treatment proposal.3 Therefore, surrounding 

the penitentiary treatment, two main categories can be distinguished: the first one is the 

penitentiary treatment in general; the other one is the re-educational care. The penitentiary 

treatment as a whole consists of a set of principles and best practises which permeates the 

execution of the sentences towards all prisoners and embraces also safety and order needs inside 

prisons. 4  As a species of the all-encompassing penitentiary treatment, the individualised re-

educational program responds to the specific purpose of tracing detainee’s social, family and 

psychophysical deficiencies, in order to draft a fitted re-educational plan.5 

Considering that all prison staff is personally involved with different titles in the 

rehabilitation process,6 it can be useful to expose some data about its composition. Previously, 

whatever the category is, it is important to underline that the Italian penitentiary system suffers 

from a systematic lack of professional figures because there is a gap between what is on paper 

concerning the workforce and what really happens in everyday life in prison.7 

 The first professional figure that is important to consider is the custodial staff. Even if not all 

the custodians are solely dedicated to guardianship,8 the penitentiary police9 represents the 82% of 

the staff employed by Public Authority with its 34.557 operating units.10 So, in Italy the staff in un 

uniform constitutes a considerable slice of the penitentiary system, especially if compared to the 

European average -which stuck about 67-69% - and the numbers are going to increase.11  In spite of 

                                                             
3 On this topic, see I. A. NICOTRA, Relazione svolta al Seminario dell’Associazione Italiana dei Costituzionalisti: Il senso della pena. A 
un anno dalla sentenza Torreggiani della Corte EDU, in Rivista AIC, 2, 2014, p. 6. 
4 Specifically, some of these principles are humanity, human dignity, impartiality, equality and individualisation of the penitentiary 
treatment. See, F. FIORENTINI, Esecuzione penale e misure alternative alla detenzione: normativa e giurisprudenza ragionata, 

Giuffrè, 2013, p. 164 e ss. 
5 In fact, Art. 13 of the penitentiary law n. 354/1975 provides for the individualisation of the penitentiary treatment, whose paragraph 

1 states that “Prison treatment must respond to the particular needs of the personality of each subject, encourage attitudes and enhance 
the skills that can support social reintegration”. See also F. FIORENTINI, op.cit., p. 166.  
6 In this sense, art. 4 of the executive regulations n. 230/200 para. 1 establishes that all penitentiary operators participate in the treatment 

activities, according to their respective competences, contributing to the creation of a positive atmosphere of huma relationships.  
7 Data about the amount and the composition of prison staff in Italy have been collected by the association “Antigone” and are available 
at: http://www.antigone.it/quindicesimo-rapporto-sulle-condizioni-di-detenzione/personale-volontari-e-sindacati/ 
8 This distinction between custodial staff solely dedicated to custody and other is borrowed from the Council of Europe Annual Penal 

Statistics – SPACE I 2019 report, reachable at: https://wp.unil.ch/space/files/2020/04/200405_FinalReport_SPACE_I_2019.pdf.  

In the specific case of Italy, the outcomes of the research activities inside the European Commission funded project “B-Competent. 
Boosting Competences in Penitentiary Staff in Europe” showed that there is a part of penitentiary policemen who are entitled to perform 

mostly administrative tasks inside the offices. 
9 See A. MACULAN, lo studio della polizia penitenziaria: uno sguardo al di fuori dei confini italiani, in Sociologia del diritto, Franco 

Angeli, 2, 2014, p.112. Looking to the Anglo-Saxon world, the author underlines that the term correction or correctional officers is 
used in the U.S.A., instead of prison officers that is employed in the United Kingdom. 
10 See the Council of Europe Annual Penal Statistics – SPACE I 2019 report, p. 83, whose data are updated to 25th March 2020. 
11 This information can be obtained from a comparison between what the annual penal statistics report (see above sub note n. 8) says 

and what the association Antigone find out (the document is available at the following link: http://www.antigone.it/quindicesimo-
rapporto-sulle-condizioni-di-detenzione/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/16.-ANTIGONE_XVrapporto_Personale.pdf).  

The variation is justified by the fact that the number of policemen inside prisons changes on varying of the annual hiring rate. 

Concerning penitentiary police, the Italian Cabinet announced that starting from 2021 to 2024 there will be a lot of hiring in order to 

implement the workforce. Among the others, see: https://www.poliziapenitenziaria.it/ministero-della-giustizia-concorsi-per-oltre-
3000-amministrativi-e-1900-poliziotti-penitenziari/. 



   

 
 

this, the overcrowding allegedly weighs on the proportion staff/prisoners: in fact, in Italy there are 

1,7 inmates per custodial officer, that is a lower rate in comparison with the European average.12 

As it is commonly known, police officers’ assignment is to ensure order and safety inside prisons, to 

guarantee the execution of restrictive measures and, also, to participate in the re-educational 

treatment of prisoners and inmates.13 However, from the observation of what happen in practise, 

assuring order is the prevailing tasks of the custodial staff.  

 On the other side, Art. 80 of the Italian penitentiary law n. 354/1975 encompasses some 

professional figures who are deeply and variously involved in the re-educational pathway, as 

psychology, social work, pedagogy, psychiatry and clinical criminology, as well as cultural mediators 

and interpreters, to perform observation and treatment activities. Those who are responsible for 

educational activities, commonly known as legal-pedagogical officials, 14   are called upon to 

coordinate the activities related to the observation, coordination and implementation of 

individualized projects for the treatment of inmates, through participatory observation, formal and 

informal meetings with individuals or groups of prisoners. The organic plan of the Department of 

penitentiary administration foresees 999 juridical-pedagogical officials in Italian prisons. Nowadays, 

in a similar way to previous years, we count less, namely 925 educators, so the staff shortage is -

7.4%. Therefore, data collected by the Antigone Observatory, however, give us a worrying overview. 

The average prisoner/ educator rises to one educator every 78 prisoners, with very evident 

fluctuations from prison to prison.15 

 What is more, there are other professional figures that are fundamental along the 

educational path, such as volunteers, cultural mediators and directors and executives. Volunteers 

have a crucial role in the penitentiary system because, in the face of a systematic lack of staff, can 

fulfil the deficiencies. Data from the Department of penitentiary administration tell us that, in recent 

years, the total number of volunteers continues to remain stable: 16,842 in 2017 and 16,838 in 2018 

(1 volunteer every 3,5 inmates). On the contrary, data collected by the Antigone Observatory during 

                                                             
12 See the Council of Europe Annual Penal Statistics – SPACE I 2019 report, p. 85. The data deals with the ratio of inmates per 
custodian solely dedicated. The European average of prisoners per custodial staff stuck at 3,4, that is higher than the Italian value. 
13 Art., para. 2 of the statutory law n. 395/1990 establishes the institutional tasks of the Italian penitentiary police: “The Penitentiary 

Police Corps looks forward to ensuring the execution of measures restricting personal freedom; guarantees order within the prevention 

and  penal institutes and protects their safety; participates, even within groups of work, to the observation activities and to prisoners 
and internees re-educational treatment; performs the service of transport of prisoners and internees and the guarding service of 

prisoners and inmates admitted to external health centers, according to the procedures and times referred to in Art. 4”. 
14  See the Antione’s report at http://www.antigone.it/quindicesimo-rapporto-sulle-condizioni-di-detenzione/wp-

content/uploads/2019/06/16.-ANTIGONE_XVrapporto_Personale.pdf.  
The exact Italian phrase is “funzionari giuridico-pedagogici”. 
15 All these data are carried out by t See the Antione’s report at http://www.antigone.it/quindicesimo-rapporto-sulle-condizioni-di-

detenzione/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/16.-ANTIGONE_XVrapporto_Personale.pdf and in depth-analysis: 

http://www.antigone.it/quindicesimo-rapporto-sulle-condizioni-di-detenzione/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/34.-
ANTIGONE_XVrapporto_PersonalePenitenziario.pdf 



   

 
 

visits to Italian prisons, give a different representation, recording a prisoner / volunteer ratio of 1 

volunteer every 7 prisoners, with reference to those who enter prison on a continuous basis.16 

Likewise, cultural mediators are the proper connection between foreign inmates17 and the 

Public Authority. In fact, they are called upon to support foreign inmates, to ensure that foreign 

prisoners are aware of their fundamental rights. This purpose can be achieved by not only linguistic-

cultural translation but also by acting as a link between prison workers and the restrained 

population18.  Nonetheless in 2018, despite this essential assignment and in the face of a high 

number of foreign inmates, about 60% of the Italian prisons were mediators missing and, in those 

where present, they were in small numbers (1 mediator every 122 foreign prisoners). 19 The scarce 

presence of mediators in prison tells us a lot about the value that is given to cultural mediation, an 

aspect of prison life that often ends up being neglected and faced with "stopgap" solutions, based 

on the intervention of volunteers or of other prisoners. 20  

 Lastly, it is important to mention the summit of the prison, composed by Directors and 

Deputy Directors, who mainly have tasks of direction and coordination of the prison administration, 

of control and check of the results and objectives results achieved through prisons activities, of 

representation, of study and research activities. 21 Nevertheless, also in this case there is a staff 

shortage of -13,9%, because there are only 297 units compared to the 345 professionals foreseen 

by the Department of penitentiary administration work plan. 22 Moreover, the research headed by 

the Antigone Observatory showed that more than 30% of prisons have a director in charge in that 

institution only, because there are many directors who serve in more than one prison, undermining 

the quality of their job. 

 Hence, in the light of data and specific information as above, two key outcomes stand out. 

The first one is that there is a discrepancy between what is expected on paper and the actual lack 

of human resources. In fact, it can be seen a considerable staff shortage for all the mentioned 

                                                             
16 See above. 
17 The presence of foreign inmates in Italian prisons grew up all over years, due to the to the intensification of migratory flows. The 

Council of Europe considers Italy as a country in which the attendance of foreign prisoners is very high, because the score is more than 
25% higher than the European median value. To take awareness on the extent of the phenom, see the Space I report at: 

https://wp.unil.ch/space/files/2020/04/200405_FinalReport_SPACE_I_2019.pdf 
18 See sub note n. 15. 
19 Data collected by Antigone shows that, in 2018, there were 165 mediators in all Italian prisons, with a shortage of -26%, compared 

to the previous year, when they were 223 altogether. See at: http://www.antigone.it/quindicesimo-rapporto-sulle-condizioni-di-

detenzione/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/34.-ANTIGONE_XVrapporto_PersonalePenitenziario.pdf 
20 See above. This assumption has been also confirmed by some prison directors. Within the European Commission funded project  
called “B-Competent”, they declared that, because of lack of cultural mediators and interpreters in everyday life in prison, they “slap a 

bandaid on”, by searching for other foreign prisoners help. 
21 See above. 
22 Furthermore, the lack of deputy directors is noticed in more than 70% of the prison institutions in 2017 and in about 83% of them 
in 2018.  See above. 



   

 
 

professional figures and this circumstance, together with the widespread phenom of prisons 

overcrowding, shows a “defeat of constitutional principles voted to rationalise and humanise the 

penitentiary treatment”.23 

The second one, which is the most important for the purposes of this discussion, is the incredible 

imbalance between staff in uniform and those who should devote themselves to treatment and 

social reintegration activities, namely juridical-pedagogical official, volunteers, cultural mediators 

and directors and deputy directors. 24 Although penitentiary cops are entitled to contribute to the 

re-educational process as well, they often perform the role of order-keepers. In this sense, the risk 

is to privilege the solely penitentiary treatment, rather than the re-educational and social 

reintegration purposes, thus moving away from the constitutional provision. 25  

This problem is also felt at a European level. Actually, the European Prison Rules, 26 drafted by the 

Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe, reaffirm the necessity of considering penitentiary 

officers not merely as guards, because they should take account of prisoners’ need and they should 

facilitate their reintegration into society after the execution of the sentence. 27 So, the common aim 

of both the Italian and the European rules is to facilitate social reintegration of prisoners on release 

and to provide them “the opportunity to use their time in prison positively”.28  Anyway, the Italian 

penitentiary system seems to have abdicated in front of the possibility of improving the functioning 

of the system.  

                                                             
23 See, I. A. NICOTRA, Relazione svolta al Seminario dell’Associazione Italiana dei Costituzionalisti: Il senso della pena. A un anno 

dalla sentenza Torreggiani della Corte EDU, in Rivista AIC, 2, 2014, p. 6. 
24 This highlight is also claimed by Antigone association in the report mentioned above.  
25 As a symptomatic figure, we can consider that, in the state budget, additional economic resources have been allocated for the 

recruitment of new prison army. Another Antigone’s report deals with the matter. They said that prisons costs about 3 billion euros a 

year in Italy and costs deriving from the pandemic emergency are not included. This year, the Department of Penitentiary 

Administration published a draft of the annual budget. This document showed a real worrying situation because there was, among 
others, an evident cut related to prison treatment and reintegration policies (-24 million), despite an increase in relating to the staff of 

the penitentiary police (+79 million) and prison construction (+7.7 million), in this sense decreasing the already insufficient supply. 

Fortunately, the budget has been revised but, unfortunately, it persisted a cut related to expenditure for administrative staff and 

magistrates (- 3.7 million) and for penitentiary treatment and reintegration policies (- 9 million).  These data are the result of a public 
policy regarding prisons which shows that the decrease of in the budget reserved for penitentiary treatment probably could lead to a 

reduction of the resources employed in prison staff training, in particular of civilian prison staff, in the face of a considerable investment 

in prison construction and in the strengthening of the prison police force, symptomatic of prisons mostly meant as a tool of containment, 

highlighted above.  
For more information, see “Prison At The Time Of Coronavirus”, XVI Report of Antigone Onlus on the conditions of detention, 2020, 

available at: https://www.antigone.it/upload/ANTIGONE_2020_XVIRAPPORTO%202.pdf. 
26 Recommendation Rec(2006)2-rev of the Committee of Ministers to member States on the European Prison Rules, adopted by the 

Committee of Ministers on 11 January 2006, at the 952 meeting of the Ministers' Deputies and revised and amended by the Committee 

of Ministers on 1 July 2020. The complete text is available at: 

https://search.coe.int/cm/Pages/result_details.aspx?ObjectID=09000016809ee581. 
27 European Prison Rules, para. 72.3. 
28 Recommendation CM/Rec(2012)5 of the Committee of Ministers to member States on the European Code of Ethics for Prison Staff, 

adopted by the Committee of Ministers on 12 April 2012 at the 1140th meeting of the Ministers’ Deputies. The complete text is 
available at: https://rm.coe.int/16806f9450. 



   

 
 

In conclusion, data about the proportion between penitentiary police and educational staff 

give us the idea of a prison mainly conceived as a place for the restraint of deviance. Consequently, 

the greater presence of uniformed staff in Italian prisons, on one side, and the lack of the 

educational staff on the other side, tell us of a prison where the educational path is, at least, held in 

the background compared to the tools of containment.29 To find the key to this problem, it could be 

useful not only to implement the numbers of professional figures involved with prisoner’s re-

education, but also to invest in prison staff training, with the aim of making the custodial staff aware 

of the importance of their roles in the rehabilitation activities in the setting of fundamental human 

rights. 
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29 See R. DE VITO, Camere senza vista: il carcere e l’emergenza sanitaria, Questione Giustizia, 2, 2020, pp. 124-132. The author 

underlines that prisons are mostly characterized by custody and discipline, rather than re-education, also because there is a lack of 
treatment programs.  


